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Abstract. Safety and energy-efficiency is the main aim of every reasonable 
driver. But often there is too much relevant information a driver has to take into 
account and evaluate. A useful support can be provided by technology that can 
observe the driver’s situation, analyze it, and offer individualized information 
and services to the driver. Moreover, by means of gamification mechanisms 
drivers can receive valuable feedback and motivation to improve their behavior. 
This paper presents such a situation-aware gamification approach in logistics, 
which has been elaborated in the LogiAssist project and enhanced in the TEGA 
game. A first user study indicated the general usefulness of this approach and 
revealed also several shortcomings. These results imply that this synergy of 
various technologies provides a promising opportunity for further investigation 
and development. 

1   Introduction 

Truck drivers are working in an environment of permanent pressure: schedules for 
freight delivery are tight, transportation rules for special goods are complex, and legal 
regulations require conformity to a number of rules. Drivers need to pay attention to a 
number of information channels, ranging from internal truck related information, 
navigation information, traffic information, incoming information about route or 
destination changes. 

Even though safety and energy-efficiency are declared to be problems of a high 
societal relevance and importance, adherence to safety regulations and energy saving 
driving styles are hard to achieve in this situation. Drivers simply have too many other 
things to look at. Traditionally, education for truck drivers is performed in driving 
schools and specialized trainings [1]. However, especially in the field of driving 
safety training, traditional training approaches show little effect [2]. Improvements, 
which have been proposed to the training situation of truck drivers, include improved 
training programs [3], the use of driving simulations [2], or the use of complex 
logistic processes [4]. The integration of training and learning into the driver’s 



workplace with the help of situation aware assistive technology and gamification 
aspects has not been reported so far.  

The LogiAssist project aims to improve the situation for truck drivers by providing 
a community-based infrastructure for a number of assistance functionalities and 
educational services tailored to the needs of truck drivers [5]. Observing driver's 
current situation and performing a rule-based situation analysis, LogiAssist provides 
individualized information and services to the driver. 

Part of the LogiAssist infrastructure is a gamified component called TEGA 
(Telematic Ecologic GAme). TEGA uses a portion of the observed situation model 
and extracts driving style related information from it (e.g. frequency of using the 
brake, driving speed, gear used, fuel consumption). This information is compared to 
idealistic data about an optimal driving style. Based on the deviations and matches 
found, hints, goals, and achievements are assigned to the driver. 

The aim of this paper is to explore, in how far the situation-aware assistance 
approach of LogiAssist can be extended by a gamification approach, which motivates 
drivers to improve their ecologic and economic driving style. This paper is focused on 
the technical feasibility of this approach and discusses a first realization of the TEGA 
approach as an extension of the LogiAssist framework. Consequently, we discuss 
some related work and present the LogiAssist background. We describe the general 
situation observation and analysis approach of the LogiAssist rule engine and describe 
the gamification approach used for TEGA. After introducing the outcomes of a user 
study, we conclude the paper. 

2   Related Work 

The problem addressed in this paper consists of several different dimensions that need 
to be considered, including quantified self, energy awareness, situational awareness, 
game-based learning and gamification. In the following we briefly introduce each of 
them. 

The movement called Quantified Self [6] is being followed by people wanting to 
track regularly their physiological data in order to achieve certain benefits. It is aimed 
at various aspects of a person’s daily life, including inputs (e.g. food), states (e.g. 
mood), and performance (e.g. physical, mental). It is based on different kinds of data 
collected from available sensors, which can be visualized in order to enable self-
monitoring and discovery of correlations. This kind of self-reflection can lead to a 
desired behavior change. An important aspect of the quantified self movement is the 
sharing of measured data in order to compare individual results with community 
results [7]. 

One important area where more reflection is required in order to change behavior 
of people in a right way is energy consumption. It has been shown that clear 
instantaneous direct feedback is necessary to effectively control fuel use and to reduce 
its demand [8]. So appropriate feedback is crucial for learning of behavioral patterns 
as well as it is useful for understanding and control of energy use. 

Situational awareness is required in order to provide relevant hints in concrete 
circumstances. User experience plays a key role in the development of recommender 



systems [9]. This implies that in addition to the more traditional content-based and 
collaborative approaches, contextual ones become equally important. Nevertheless, 
understanding the current situation of the user is a challenging task, as the current 
context and user preferences change dynamically all the time, reflecting various cues 
and constraints, like the time, location, task, mood, company of other people, etc. 
Therefore context-aware recommender systems [10], which adapt relevant 
recommendations to the specific user situation, became a special area of interest for 
researchers and developers. For instance, it has been shown that users prefer a 
context-aware mobile recommender system to a similar one without contextual 
information [11]. For the sake of this paper we use the terms context or situation as 
synonyms, which describe the system user’s situation comprising physical 
information (location, direction, speed, vehicle related information), work related 
information (destination, working time), routing information (borders, points of 
interest), and personal information (community). 

Within the past decade, studies have demonstrated that commercial as well as 
educational games support constructivist learning and teaching, i.e. constructive, 
situated and social learning [12, 13], and match the determinants of intrinsic 
motivation [14] especially, when mobile games are used [15]. Game-based learning 
approaches particularly make sense if the content to be learned is dry and only 
somewhat interesting, if the considered target group is rather difficult to motivate for 
learning, and/or if the target group does not have the necessary competencies to deal 
with other self-learning material (e.g. the competence to act or learn self-directed) 
[16]. 

While game-based learning refers to the application of games, which have been 
explicitly created for learning in certain contexts, gamification refers to the use of 
game mechanics and game design elements to everyday activities. Some observations 
revealed that the use of gamification approaches can help to engage users and 
motivate a desired behavior in non-game contexts [17]. One of the principles of 
gamification is to provide rewards (e.g. points, badges, levels, progress bars, virtual 
currency) for players when they have accomplished desired tasks [18]. Gamification 
can be applied in various situations. Individual elements of game design, so called 
design-patterns can be used to construct games [19]. With this regard, four elements 
are typical for games: goals, rules, feedback, and voluntary participation. Another 
crucial element is competition, which motivates and stimulates players by comparing 
them with the others and promoting the most successful ones [20]. Of course, these 
principles do not represent a general remedy and must be applied carefully, depending 
on the particular learning objectives, context, and users. For instance learners’ 
collaboration can also be very motivating and effective. There are also other relevant 
concerns regarding gamified learning, like addiction, development of utilitarian 
mentality, or extrinsic instead of intrinsic motivation. Nevertheless, there is also 
evidence of positive outcomes when these different aspects of the learning experience 
have been carefully balanced [20]. 



3   Base framework: LogiAssist Services 

In logistics, mobile systems are used to coordinate and optimize transportation 
processes. Tracking and routing information as well as communication systems are 
used to support truck drivers. Different available systems comprise various peripheral 
devices, such as navigation systems, tachographs, or radio devices. 

A consistent approach combining these different approaches is missing. The 
LogiAssist project aims to address these issues by offering a set of functionalities, 
services and applications, which help drivers in their day-to-day business. The 
LogiAssist tools and services provide the basis for the development of the 
gamification approach. Individual services offered by LogiAssist comprise: 

 
• Navigation and routing support with special features for truck drivers (e.g. 

avoid routes with limitations with respect to dangerous goods) 
• Community features with recognition of nearby friends 
• Medical service with routing to nearby physicians with special services for 

truck drivers (based on DocStop data) 
• Telematic services around vehicle related information (e.g. combining fuel 

status information with information about nearby gas stations) 
 
In addition, LogiAssist provides a wide range of learning and training offers, 

tailored to the needs of truck drivers: 
 
• Language training for cross-national traffic 
• Information and training materials about the handling of dangerous goods 
• Health-related training materials (nutrition, gymnastics, and exercise) 
• Driving license and special licenses related content 
 
These LogiAssist tools are combined through a situation-aware system, which 

recognizes different user situations, analyses them and reacts accordingly, by offering 
specific user outputs and interactions. LogiAssist combines information from 
heterogeneous sources to model the user's current situation. The information about the 
user's situation is then used to provide personalized assistance and learning services to 
the user. Consequently, the above-mentioned services can be individualized to the 
needs of the current driver. 

Fig. 1 shows the registration screen and the main screen of the LogiAssist core app, 
which gives access to all connected services. More detail on LogiAssist can be found 
in [5]. In the following sections we will describe, how the situation observation and 
analysis in LogiAssist works and how it can be used to create the gamification service 
for energy-aware and safe driving. 



   

Fig. 1. LogiAssist registration and core app providing access to different assistance functions 
and educational services 

4   Situation Observation and Analysis 

LogiAssist provides an infrastructure, which constantly monitors the driver's situation 
based on a set of predefined context parameters in order to offer specific, situation-
related assistance. Typical situations, which require assistance functionalities, 
comprise:  

 
• Recognition of national borders to be crossed soon, which triggers the delivery 

of hints on different rules applying in the country to enter 
• Driving time related hints to nearby rest areas, including also community 

related information on possible friends to meet there 
• Detection of driver license related information (e.g. expiration of a specific 

certificate) offering access to relevant educational material during breaks 
 
Fig. 2 shows the main elements of the rule engine architecture. The situation 

observation and analysis in LogiAssist is centered around a core context model, which 
represents the current situation in terms of a set of context parameters. A context 
monitor component constantly observes the context parameters and updates the 
context model correspondingly. The rule management component detects all changes 
in the context model and performs a rule-based situation analysis. When rules are 
found, which match the current situation, the action manager handles the execution of 
rule specific actions. The following paragraphs detail, how the situation observation 
and analysis works. 



 

Fig. 2. Architecture of the situation observation and analysis 

The context parameters observed by the context monitor cover a variety of 
different aspects: 

 
• Technical parameters retrieved via the vehicle's CAN-bus (Controller Area 

Network is a serial bus protocol to connect individual systems and sensors) 
infrastructure (such as speed, gear used, fuel consumption), which is 
connected to the LogiAssist system using a Squarell-Box (multi source vehicle 
data interface) with a Bluetooth-adapter 

• Driver related parameters retrieved via the LogiAssist app (such as GPS 
position, destination, traffic information, routing information) 

• Infrastructural parameters retrieved via the LogiAssist backend infrastructure 
(such as community information, profile information) 

 
Rules as defined in the rule management comprise the definition of a specific set of 

context parameters, which describe the situation in which a rule triggers and a set of 
actions to be performed in such a case. The rule also defines a rule priority, ensuring 
that e.g. security relevant actions are handled prior to others.  



The action management takes care of the rules that have been triggered and starts 
the corresponding actions. Rules are handled in order of their priorities and their 
trigger time. Different types of actions are offered by the LogiAssist system: 

 
• Background actions (e.g. status updates to the backend infrastructure) 
• Non-intrusive user interface updates (e.g. status updates for map displays) 
• Intrusive user interface updates (e.g. warning messages on screen) 
• Blocking user interface updates (e.g. warnings/hints requiring user interaction 

for acceptance or denial of a route change) 
 
Fig. 3 shows the last variant of a blocking user interface update. In this case a low 

fuel status requires taking a detour in order to be able to reach a proposed gas station. 
The user has to confirm the suggestion provided or continue at own risk. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Example of a blocking user interface update with required interaction 

5   Gamification Approach in TEGA 

With the above described infrastructure, LogiAssist can offer a range of situation-
aware services to the driver. However, the goals of LogiAssist go beyond assistance 
functionalities: In the field of energy-efficient and safe driving, LogiAssist aims to 
provide learning and training services to drivers in a manner that is motivating, non-
intrusive, and effective at the same time. 

In order to support these goals, we performed a student development project at 
RWTH Aachen, where a group of computer science students participating in the 



course "Hightech Entrepreneurship and New Media" (HENM 2012/2013)1 
consequently got the task to design and implement a gamified application (TEGA) 
with the following gamification elements: 

 
• Level system: Users gain experience by using the app – the level does not 

depend on the economic driving style, but simply on the frequency of use of 
the app. This way, continuous use of the app is awarded with leveling up. 

• Scoring system: Users gain points by using an economically friendly driving 
style. The scores gained are calculated through a weighted combination of fuel 
consumption, speed, RPM (revolutions per minute), and the carbon emission 
over a certain travel distance. Only, when the driver performs better than a 
defined threshold, the score is increased.  

• Reward/Achievement system: Users can receive badges and titles by reaching 
certain goals – goals comprise for example: driving at constant speed over a 
period of time or reducing average fuel consumption by 5%, 10%, or 15%. 
Goals are defined using rules, which the user has to meet to gain the 
corresponding badge.  

• Ranking system: Users can compare their driving style with others: as an 
additional motivator, users can publish their achievements and scores to a 
social network. The leaderboard displays the scores and badges of different 
users in a high-score list. To be visible in a high score list, users have to be 
connected as friends in the underlying LogiAssist community portal. 

The LogiAssist infrastructure (see fig. 4) is used to support these gamification 
elements by adding appropriate context parameters to the LogiAssist context model 
and context monitor and by modeling corresponding rules within the LogiAssist rule 
manager: 

 
• As LogiAssist already requires users to register, the LogiAssist community 

services are used for TEGA by providing login services and access to user 
profiles.  

• LogiAssist’s situation observation and analysis module is used to identify key 
parameters of the driving style, which are retrieved using LogiAssist’s 
connection to the vehicle’s infrastructure. 

• LogiAssist’s rule management component is extended with rules representing 
the goals necessary for badges.  

 

                                                             
1 The course "Hightech Entrepreneurship and New Media" combines tutorials and lectures on 

the development of complex information products with practical experience in start-ups (in 
this case Humance AG) solving concrete IT related tasks. An important part of the course is 
the development of soft skills, including presentation, planning and cooperation in a team, as 
well as communication with the customer. Integrated into the concept of this course is the 
procurement of useful information for start ups in high-tech branches, taught by practitioners. 
The outcomes of the project are presented in a public presentation at the end of the course. 



 

Fig. 4. TEGA integration into the LogiAssist infrastructure  

 

Fig. 5. Screenshots of the TEGA app  

The TEGA app is then used as a front-end to display gamification results, profile 
information, and social information. Fig. 5 displays core screenshots of the TEGA 
app, showing the main screen giving access to various areas, the home screen, which 
gives access to latest gamification updates (recent scores and level information), and 
the profile view displaying overall achievements and gamification results (action 
statistics, level information, and score information). 



In the current implementation stage, the TEGA app works as a standalone app, 
which is connected to the LogiAssist framework to access the LogiAssist services 
(user profiles, situation analysis, rules). Once the TEGA app is started and connected 
to the LogiAssist backend, the gamification results (scores, levels, achievements) are 
displayed in the TEGA app. 

Low intrusiveness in TEGA is achieved by not requiring the user to actively 
interact with the system, when she is driving. Once, the app is started, it begins to 
record and analyze the driving related information. The display is continuously 
updated, so that information is always displayed to the user. 

 

6   User Study 

While the LogiAssist infrastructure is already available for public access via the 
Google play store for the Android platform, the TEGA app is currently implemented 
as a first functional prototype for Android. A first small scale user study has been 
performed with pilot users, which indicates the general usefulness of the approach, 
while it at the same time reveals some shortcomings to the user interface approach of 
TEGA. The aim of this first study was to test the technical functionality of the 
prototype and to gather first feedback on the perceived usefulness.   

 

 
Fig. 6. Hardware setup for simulated TEGA test-drives 

For security reasons and as it was not possible to get access to real vehicle 
hardware during the student project, the study has been performed using simulated 
test-drives. Fig. 6 shows the hardware setup used for these test-drives, including a 
Bluetooth-adapter, which is connected to a data-receiver (Squarrell-box). The data-
receiver receives simulated CAN-bus data from the vehicle simulation (second 
Squarell-box). The vehicle simulation is realized using test drive datasets, which can 

Bluetooth(Adapter.

Vehicle(Simula4on.

Data(Receiver.



be loaded into the vehicle simulation box. This data is then used to provide realistic 
CAN-bus data to the data-receiver box.  

The TEGA app receives the test-drive data from the data-receiver box via the 
Bluetooth adapter and performs the analysis accordingly. This setup enables us to 
perform user tests in predefined test-drives, which gives us the opportunity to 
concentrate on user interface aspects of the tool without the need to actually perform 
test drives. Vehicles equipped with Squarell hardware have not been available at test 
time. 

While performing the test-drives, the gamification rules and corresponding 
thresholds could be tested and adjusted. This functional testing was carried out during 
the development process and lead to improvements of the game mechanism applied to 
TEGA. 

Furthermore, first feedback on the TEGA approach could be gathered by exposing 
the simulated drives to a limited number of test users (four students not involved in 
the team project). At this stage, we collected qualitative feedback from the test users.  

While the rule-based gamification approach generally works and was accepted by 
the users, the TEGA app needs to be less intrusive by operating mainly in the 
background, only notifying the user of achievements and scores. Especially, the use of 
audio notification for achievements or leveling information was mentioned to be more 
appropriate than on-screen notifications. Furthermore, the underlying goals for 
achievements to be unlocked and scores to be gained have to be communicated to the 
user in a more explicit way. 

7   Conclusion 

In this paper we presented the LogiAssist approach to monitor the current situation of 
truck drivers, analyze it, and provide relevant information and services to them. This 
has been enhanced by the TEGA gamification approach to motivate and stimulate 
potential users.  

The general infrastructure as provided by the LogiAssist framework for situation-
aware assistance can be flexibly utilized to support a number of assistance 
functionalities. Beyond immediate support functionality, we have demonstrated that 
this framework can also be the basis for a gamification-based approach towards 
energy-efficient and safe driving. 

The rule-based approach of situation-awareness implemented in the LogiAssist 
framework was extended to support the gamification aspects required for the TEGA 
approach, including: 

 
• Rules, which detect the energy-efficiency of the driver's driving style could be 

modeled – these use the data gathered through the vehicle's infrastructure. 
• Gamification elements such as scores, levels, achievements, and badges were 

modeled as results of rule triggers. The user profile was extended with the 
gamification outcomes in order to be able to share the gamification results 
with other users. 



• Through the connection of TEGA and LogiAssist to a community-based 
infrastructure, an additional competitive element was added to the 
gamification approach by maintaining a rank list of participants. 

 
A more thorough study involving the actual integration of the TEGA app in a 

vehicle, which has to be equipped with the Squarrell-box and the Bluetooth-adapter 
has yet to be performed in order to test usability and effectiveness of the TEGA 
approach under real life conditions. As future steps, we plan to complement the 
TEGA approach with specific training advices based on the individual driver's driving 
style. This way, we aim to combine the game progress with specific instructions 
relevant to the driver at hand.  

Furthermore, we intend to integrate the TEGA gamification approach into the core 
LogiAssist app. This way, the existing learning and assistance functionality of 
LogiAssist and the gamification approach of TEGA can be seamlessly combined to 
offer a consistent user experience. 
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